Abstract. Using a supergeometric interpretation of eld functionals, we show that for quite a large class of systems of nonlinear eld equations with anticommuting elds, in nite-dimensional supermanifolds (smf) of classical solutions can be constructed. Such systems arise in classical eld models used for realistic quantum eld theoretic models. In particular, we show that under suitable conditions, the smf of smooth Cauchy data with compact support is isomorphic with an smf of corresponding classical solutions of the model.
Special thanks to the late German Democratic Republic who made this research possible by continuous nancial support over twelve years. 1 . Systems of field equations 1.1. Introduction. The investigation of the eld equations belonging to a quantum eld theoretical model as classical nonlinear wave equations has a long history, dating back to Segal 11] On the other hand, the rise of supersymmetry made the question of an adequate treatment of the fermion elds urgent | supersymmetry and supergravity do not work with commuting fermion elds. The same applies to ghost elds: BRST symmetry, which now arouses a considerable interest among mathematicians (cf. 9]), simply does not exist with commuting ghost elds.
The anticommutivity required from fermion and ghost elds is often implemented by letting these elds have their values in the odd part of an auxiliary Grassmann algebra, as e. g. in 3], 8]. However, in 14], we have raised our objections against the use of such an algebra, at least as a fundamental tool. (In 3.11, we will show how to derive Grassmann-valued solutions from our approach, which in some sense provides a "universal", intrinsic solution.)
As we have argued in 14], a satisfactory description of fermion and ghost elds is possible in the framework of in nite-dimensional supergeometry: the totality of con gurations on space-time should not be considered as a set but as an in nite-dimensional supermanifold (smf), and the totality of classical solutions should be a sub-supermanifold. While in 13], 14], we have developed the necessary supergeometric machinery, this paper will combine it with old and new techniques in non-linear wave equations in order to implement this point of view.
In this paper, we consider only two characteristic examples; a systematic application of our results to a large class of classical eld theories will be given in the successor paper.
Even if the dream of the old, heroic days to construct a quantum eld theory rigorously by direct geometric quantization of the symplectic manifold of classical solutions (cf. 11]) has turned out to be too naive, since it ignores the apparently intrinsic necessity of renormalization, we nevertheless hope that our construction sheds somewhat more light onto the geometry of classical eld theories. Perhaps, the dream mentioned will come true some day in a re ned variant (cf. also Remark 1.5.1).
1.2. The 4 toy model. 1 .2.1. Classical solutions of Sobolev class. We start with the usual toy model of every physicist working on quantum eld theory, namely the purely bosonic 4 is continuous.
As a special case of the general results of this paper, it will turn out that this map is in fact realanalytic, and that its image is a submanifold of the Fr echet manifold C(R; H k (R 3 )) R 2 . Its Taylor expansion at zero arises as the solution of the "formal Cauchy problem" to nd a formal power series `````````````````
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The general results of this paper (cf. Thm. (ii) Fixing Cauchy data Cau = ( Cau 1 ; Cau 2 ) 2 M Cau k and a lifetime > 0, there exists a neighbourhood U of zero in M Cau k such that the translation sol Cau + Cau ] (which is only de ned for a su ciently short target time) "prolongates" to a uniquely determined power series sol Cau Cau ] which converges on U and solves the eld equations.
(iii) The image of the map sol : Cau 
Its image M sol C 1, which is precisely the set of all smooth solutions of the eld equations, is a submanifold of the Fr echet manifold M cfg
Since the reduction to a rst-order system is not Lorentz-invariant, M cfg C 1 is not the adequate con guration space for the purposes of quantum eld theory. One should use instead of it the covariant con guration space M C 1 := C 1 (R 4 ) and compose sol with the projection M cfg Its image, which is precisely the set of all smooth solutions of the original second order eld equation (1.2.1), is a Lorentz-invariant submanifold of the Fr echet manifold M C 1. However, while the absence of any growth condition in spatial direction does not cause trouble in the construction, due to nite propagation speed, it causes di culties in the subsequent investigation of di erential-geometric structures on the image M sol C 1: Every continuous seminorm p 2 CS(C 1 (R d+1 )) is compactly supported, i. e. there exists some b R d+1 such that p(f) = 0 once fj = 0. This simpli es some proofs (cf. 3.4), but turns into a vice when looking onto the superfunctions on M: For each superfunction K 2 O(MC 1), there exists some compact b R d+1 such that for the coe cient functions K kjl of the Taylor expansion at the origin we have supp K kjl Q k+l ; analogously for superfunctions on M Cau C 1 . Roughly spoken, K j ] is in uenced only by the "values" of the elds on the nite region . In particular, the energy at a given time instant is not a well-de ned superfunction; only the energy in a nite space-time region is so.
What is still worse, the symplectic structure on M Cau C 1 = M sol C 1 which one expects (cf. 14, 1.12.4] and the successor of this paper) simply does not make sense; only the induced Poisson structure does.
Thus wave equations in Minkowski space R d+1 which is wide enough to describe the eld equations of many usual models, like e. g. 4 , quantum electrodynamics, Yang-Mills theory with usual gauge-breaking term, Faddeev-Popov ghosts, and possibly minimally coupled fermionic matter. The novelty in our equations is the appearance of anticommuting elds; in describing the system, they simply appear as anticommuting variables generating a di erential power series algebra. However, it is no longer obvious what a solution of our system should be. In fact, as argued in 14], there are no longer "individual" solutions (besides purely bosonic ones, with all fermionic components put to zero); but it is sensible to look for families of solutions parametrized by supermanifolds. In particular, solutions with values in Grassmann algebras can be reinterpreted as such families (cf. 3.11).
We call a system in our class complete i the underlying bosonic equations admit all-time solutions. In that case, there is a universal solution family from which every other solution family arises in a unique way by pullback. We will construct this universal solution family by generalizing the map sol of Cor. 1.2.4 to a morphism of supermanifolds sol : M Cau = fsmf of Cauchy data at t = 0g ?! fsmf of con gurations on space-timeg = M cfg :
For the construction of this morphism, we follow the usual scheme of solving non-linear evolution equations: First, one shows the existence of short-time solutions, and then the existence of all-time solutions.
The necessary supergeometric machinery has been provided in 13], 14]. Turning to the functional spaces needed, a reasonable choice for the Cauchy data is the test function space E Cau c := D(R d ); for the con gurations we take the space E c of all those f 2 C 1 (R d+1 ) the support of which on every time slice is compact and grows only with light velocity (cf. 3.1 for details). Now we associate to a given model a con guration supermanifold, or more precisely, the supermanifold of smooth con gurations with causally growing spatially compact support, which is the linear smf modelled over the "naive con guration space", M cfg = L(E c V ); here V is the target space for the elds. The standard coordinate (cf. 14, 2.5]) of this linear smf will be denoted by .
Also, we need the supermanifold of compactly supported smooth Cauchy data which is the linear smf
with the standard coordinate being denoted by Cau .
We will not use the standard methods of operator semigroups in Hilbert space. Instead of this, our exposition of in nite-dimensional supergeometry given in 15] and 13] suggests, and makes here in fact necessary, another, more direct approach: we expand the solution in a formal, "functional" power series in the Cauchy data, and then we show convergence on Sobolev spaces for small times.
Thus, we construct a formal solution sol Cau ] of the eld equations, which is a formal power series (cf. 13, 2.3]) in the Cauchy data Cau (in fact, its terms can be interpreted as belonging to certain tree diagrams).
Next we show that sol Cau ](t) is for small times t an analytic power series on an arbitrarily large multiple of the unit ball of the Sobolev function space H k (R d ) for k > d=2. That Z ? ! M cfg is a Z-family of solutions.
As a variant, we also construct the version sol : M Cau C 1 ! M cfg C 1 which arises by admitting all smooth con gurations and all smooth Cauchy data. By the reasons mentioned in the preceding section, this is not the functional-analytic quality of main interest.
Another variant arises by considering uctuations around a xed bosonic "background" con guration which solves the bosonic eld equations; cf. 3.9.
For the construction of the sub-smf M sol cut out by the eld equations, the most obvious idea would be to form the ideal subsheaf J of the structure sheaf O M cfg generated by the superfunctions L i ](x), where x varies over space-time. Of course, the ideal sheaf algebraically generated by these in nitely many elements is too small, and one should pass to a suitably completed ideal sheaf. The main di culty, however, is that even if a reasonable sub-smf M sol exists, there is no a priori guaranty that it is equal to the ringed space (supp O =J ; O =J ). This is due to a typical in nite-dimensional phenomenon: There is no general "non-linear Hahn-Banach Theorem", even for a complex-analytic function on an open subset of a closed linear subspace of a Banach space it may happen that there is not even locally an extension to a complex-analytic function de ned on an open subset of the ambient space. Therefore, the approach via ideal sheaves should not play the primary role. Instead of this, the de nition given in 14, 2.12] avoids these di culties: Given an smf M and some family A of superfunctions on it, the sub-smf N cut out by A is, if it exists, uniquely characterized by the requirement that all elements of A restrict on N to zero, and every smf morphisms Z ! M which pullbacks all elements of A to zero factors through N. Assertion (v) of Thm. 3.6.1 implements this point of view.
A posteori, it turns out that M sol is a split sub-smf of M cfg , and thus we could get it as (supp O =J ; O =J ); but this observation does not help in its construction.
Even in the case of a purely bosonic model, where all our supermanifolds turn into ordinary realanalytic manifolds modelled over locally convex spaces, two non-trivial assertions follow from our theory:
First, for any smooth Cauchy datum there exists a short-time solution, and the latter varies realanalytically with the Cauchy data.
Second, if for any compactly carried smooth Cauchy datum, the existence of an all-time solution of Sobolev class can be guaranteed, it lies automatically in E c (cf. Lemma 3.3.2), and in that case, the all-time solution depends real-analytically on the Cauchy data.
On the other hand, in a purely fermionic model, like e. g. the Gross-Neveu model, the all-time solution can be guaranteed to exist a priori; however, there are no non-trivial "individual" solutions, only families of them.
1.4. Preliminaries and notations. Let us shortly recall some notions and conventions from 13], 14]. We follow the usual conventions of Z 2 -graded algebra: All vector spaces will be Z 2 -graded, E = E 0 E 1 (decomposition into even and odd part); for the parity of an element, we will write jej = i for e 2 E i . In multilinear expressions, parities add up; this xes parities for tensor product and linear maps. (Note that space-time, being not treated as vector space, remains ungraded. On the other hand, "classical" function spaces, like Sobolev spaces, are treated as purely even.) First Sign Rule: Whenever in a complex multilinear expression two adjacent terms a; b are interchanged the sign (?1) jajjbj has to be introduced.
In order to get on the classical level a correct model of operator conjugation in the quantized theory we also have to use the additional rules of the hermitian calculus developed in 12]. That is, the role of real supercommutative algebras is taken over by hermitian supercommutative algebras, i. e. complex supercommutative algebras R together with an involutive antilinear map : R ! R (hermitian conjugation) such that rs = s r for r; s 2 R holds. Note that the real elements of a hermitian algebra do in general not form a subalgebra, i. e. R is not just the complexi cation of a real algebra. More general, all real vector spaces have to be complexi ed before its elements may enter multilinear expressions.
The essential ingredient of the hermitian framework is the Second Sign Rule: If conjugation is applied to a bilinear expression in the terms a; b (i. e. if conjugation is resolved into termwise conjugation), either a; b have to be rearranged backwards, or the expression acquires the sign factor (?1) jajjbj . Multilinear terms have to be treated iteratively.
Turning to supergeometry, a calculus of real-analytic in nite-dimensional supermanifolds (smf's) has been constructed by the present author in 15, 13]. Here we note that it assigns to every real Z 2 -graded locally convex space (Z 2 -lcs) E = E 0 E 1 a linear supermanifold L(E) which is essentially a ringed space L(E) = (E 0 ; O) with underlying topological space E 0 while the structure sheaf O might be thought very roughly of as a kind of completion of A( ) E 1 ; here A( ) is the sheaf of real-analytic functions on E 0 while E 1 is the exterior algebra over the dual of E 1 .
The actual de nition of the structure sheaf treats even and odd sector much more on equal footing than the tensor product ansatz above: Given a second real Z 2 -graded (lcs) F, one de nes the space P(E; F) of F-valued power series on E as the set of all formal sums u = P k;l 0 u (kjl) where u (kjl) : Q k E 0 Q l E 1 ! F R C is a jointly continuous, multilinear map which is symmetric on E 0 and alternating on E 1 . Now one de nes the sheaf O F ( ) of F-valued superfunctions on E 0 : an element of O F (U) where U E 0 is open is a map f : U ! P(E; F), x 7 ! f x , which satis es a certain "coherence" condition which makes it sensible to interpret f x as the Taylor expansion of f at x. Actually, in considering more general smf's than superdomains, one has to enhance the structure of a ringed space slightly, in order to avoid "fake morphisms" (not every morphism of ringed spaces is a morphism of supermanifolds). What matters here is that the enhancement is done in such a way that the following holds (cf. 14, Thm. 2. This is the in nite-dimensional version of the fact that if F = R mjn then a morphism Z ! L(R mjn ) is known by knowing the pullbacks of the coordinate superfunctions, and these can be prescribed arbitrarily as long as parity and reality are OK.
The most straightforward way to do the enhancement mentioned is a chart approach; since the supermanifolds we are going to use are actually all superdomains, and only the morphisms between them are non-trivial, we need not care here for details.
If E, F are spaces of generalized functions on R d which contain the test functions as dense subspace then the Schwartz kernel theorem tells us that the multilinear forms u (kjl) are given by their integral kernels, which are generalized functions. Thus one can apply rather suggestive integral writings (cf. 13]) quite analogous to that used in (1. are distributions which can be supposed to be symmetric in the pairs (x 1 ; i 1 ); : : : ; (x k ; i k ) and antisymmetric in (y 1 ; j 1 ); : : : ; (y l ; j l ). Of course, they have to satisfy also certain growth and smoothness conditions. However, what matters here is that the 's and 's can be formally treated as commuting and anticommuting elds, respectively; in fact, after establishing the proper calculational framework, the writing (1.4.1) is su ciently correct. Also, it is possible to substitute power series into each other under suitable conditions. Cf. 13] for a detailed exposition.
We conclude with some additional preliminaries. It will be convenient to work not with the bidegrees (kjl) of forms but with total degrees: For any formal power series K 2 P f (E; F) set for m 0
Let E be a Z 2 -lcs and p 2 CS(E) be a continuous seminorm on E; let U E be the unit ball of p.
Also, suppose that F is a Z 2 -graded Banach space. We will use often the suggestive notation P(E; U; F) := P(E; p; F) (cf. 13] for the de nition of the r. h. s.) for the space of power series converging on U. Indeed, every element K 2 P(E; p; F) is "a function element on U \ E 0 ", i. e. it is the Taylor expansion at zero of a uniquely determined superfunction K 2 O F (U \ E 0 ) within the superdomain L(E).
As usual, we call a power series (in the nite-dimensional sense) in even and odd variables, P yj ] = Since the calculus of di erential polynomials of 13] is insu cient to formulate e. g. the exponential self-interaction exp of the Liouville model, we consider di erential power series instead. We set for the elds at t = 0.
III. The vector = ( i ) N i=1 2 Z N + of smoothness o sets; its role will become clear below.
IV. The eld equations, which are given as real, even, entire di erential power series of the form
Here K ij (@ x ) is a real di erential operator with constant coe cients and containing only spatial Remark . Obviously, the estimate (1.5.2) implies hyperbolicity of the kinetic operators, i. e. for all p 2 R d , the matrix K(? i p) has only imaginary eigenvalues.
De ne the smoothness degree of a di erential power series P = P ] by (P ) := min k; f k ? j j : @ @(@ k ) P 6 = 0 for some 2 Z + n g; thus, (@ k ) = k ?l, and the smoothness degree of P is just the in mum of the smoothness degrees of the variables which enter it. Of course, if P is constant we set (P ) = 1.
We have to state a smoothness condition: For all i = 1; : : : ; N, we require that i ( i ): (1.5.3) Remark 1.5.1. Thus, we will assume that numerical values for the coupling constants, as well as for the masses, have been xed. In view of the necessity of renormalization, seemingly intrinsic for any quantization procedure, it might be sensible to allow these "constants" to vary. Instead of the solution supermanifold to be constructed we will then get a bundle of solution smfs over the domain U R N of all tuples of coupling constants and masses for which the system is complete (cf. 3.5 below). Moreover, the total space of this bundle will carry a Poisson structure which induces on each bre a symplectic structure; perhaps, this is the right object to quantize. We will use matrix writing; in particular, we set = ( 1 ; : : : ; N ) T and L = (L 1 ; : : : ; L N ) T .
Remarks . (1) Usually, the smoothness o sets save that smoothness information which would be otherwise lost in reducing a temporally higher-order system to a temporally rst-order one.
(2) The smoothness condition is rather constraining; it excludes e. g. the Korteweg-de Vries equation as well as the nonlinear Schr odinger equations. Fortunately, it is satis ed (for a suitable choice of smoothness o sets) for apparently all wave equations occurring in quantum-eld theoretical models.
1.6. Function spaces. In order to keep legibility, we need a certain systematics in the notations:
The superscript " Cau " will qualify a space as space of Cauchy data, and thus living on the Cauchy hyperplane R d ; otherwise, it lives either on R d+1 , or, if the notation is quali ed with an argument I, on I R d . Also, the superscript V quali es as being a space of V -valued functions.
Our main technical tool will be the standard Sobolev spaces: For real k > d=2, let For better orientation, a table of spaces of con gurations and Cauchy data is given in the Appendix. We now prove (2.2.3) by induction on n. In view of (2. 
because of the hypotheses of induction, the Lemma applies with C 0 := 2C 1 c, yielding
and the assertion of induction, sol ( n+1) 2C 1 c, is satis ed for C 1 c=(C 3 C").
The theorem is proved.
2.3. Con guration families. Let Beginning with 3.3, we will also consider smooth families, i. e. families with values in the spaces E c and E to be de ned later on. (On the other hand, one might consider also still more general families which have values in spaces of generalized functions; however, it is then not clear how to de ne families of solutions). Now, given an smf morphism : Z 0 ! Z we can assign to every Z-family 0 its pullback " := ( 0 ) which is a Z 0 -family. In fact, the process of passing from 0 to " means in family language nothing but a change of parametrization (cf. 14, 1.11]).
Fixing a Z-family 0 , the eld strengthes 0 i (t; x) = (t;x) 0 i for (t; x) 2 R d+1 are scalar superfunctions on Z. More generally, we de ne the value at 0 of any superfunctional K 2 O F (M cfg ) as the pullback of K along 0 :
For instance, in case Z is a point, the value K 0 ] of an F-valued superfunctional K at a Z-family 0 is an element of F C ; thus, for a scalar functional K 2 O(M cfg ), it is simply a complex number (which, however, is zero for all odd K, and, in particular, for the fermionic eld strengthes).
If Z is 0jn-dimensional then the value K 0 ] of K 2 O F (M cfg ) at a Z-family 0 is an element of F C C n where n = C 1 ; : : : ; n ] is a nite-dimensional Grassmann algebra; thus, for a scalar We call 0 a Z-family of solutions, or solution family for short, if L 0 ] = 0. Obviously, every pullback of a solution family is a solution family. Of course, the universal family is not a family of solutions. However, we will show in Thm. 3.6.1 that in the case of a complete s.o.f.e., the formal solution will de ne a family of solutions sol of quality E c which is universal for this quality, i. e. every other solution family of quality E c will be a pullback of sol .
If Z = P is a point then a Z-family of solutions is just an element 2 H l;V k (I) 0 which solves the eld equations of the underlying bosonic s.o.f.e. in the usual sense. We call also a trajectory. Proof. First, we show the corresponding assertion for solution power series. We apply induction on l; for l = 0, there is nothing to prove. For the step from l to l + 1, it is su cient to show that Proof. It su ces to consider the case that K = fzg is a point. In that case, 0 U can be constructed explicitly as follows: Identify a neighbourhood of z with a superdomain V L(E) such that z becomes the origin, and choose p 2 CS(E) such that Cau Using partial integration, @ a (t) := G(@ a 0 ]( + ))(t ? Cau' as Cauchy data, 0 max (0) = Cau' , and is maximal with this property: If (I"; ") is another pair where I" max R is connected and open with I" max 3 0, and " 2 P(E; p; H 0;V k (I")) is a solution power series which has Cau' as Cauchy data then I" I max , and 0 max j I" = ".
We call 0 max the maximal solution power series belonging to the Cauchy data (2.5.6).
( Proof. The proof is quite analogous to that of the preceding Proposition, using again the material of 13, 3.3].
Remarks . (1) (2.5.9) encodes Cauchy data for the bosonic eld equations in the ordinary, non-super sense. Thus, (v) says roughly that the full eld equations are solvable as long as the underlying bosonic equations are solvable.
(2) Even for Banach E, there is no guaranty that the power series 0 max is the Taylor series of a morphism 0 max : U ! L(H 0;V k (I max )) with some neighbourhood U L(E) of zero.
(3) We could try to ascend from power series to genuine families of Cauchy data and solutions.
However, since our primary interest is not the Sobolev quality but the quality E c , we will do so only in Thm. 3.4.3. Indeed, x Cau , and let s < l + ( Cau ). By Prop. that it have on every time slice compact support then the resulting space is not Poincar e invariant. However, if we additionally require these supports to grow with time maximally with light velocity then everything works. (Cf. also 3.7 for a variation of this idea.) Thus, for r 0, let V r := f(t; x) 2 R d+1 : jxj r + jtjg;
and let temporarily C 1 Vr (R d+1 ) be the closed subspace of C 1 (R d+1 ) which consists of all those elements which have support in V r . Set
Vr (R d+1 ) and equip it with the inductive limit topology. This is a strict inductive limes of Fr echet spaces, and hence complete. Also, D(R d+1 ) is dense in E c ; hence E c is admissible in the sense of 13, 3.1]. Moreover, one easily shows that the subspace E c of C 1 (R d+1 ) is invariant under the standard action of the Poincar e group P, and that the arising action P E c ! E c is continuous.
For later use, we need a technical notion: Given a seminorm p 2 CS(D(R d+1 )), we de ne the support of p, denoted by supp p, as the complement of the set of all x which have a neighbourhood U 3 x such that supp ' U implies p(') = 0. Obviously, supp p is closed; using partitions of unity one shows that supp ' R d+1 n supp p implies p(') = 0. For every p 2 CS(C 1 (R d+1 )), supp p is compact (where we have silently restricted p to D(R d+1 )).
On the other hand:
Lemma 3.1.1. Given p 2 CS(E c ), supp p \ V r is compact for all r 0.
We set On the other hand, we will need also families of quality E, i. e. elements 0 2 M E V (Z); the notions family of solutions and pullback make still obvious sense for them.
One family of quality E c is given a priori, namely the M cfg -family
where, we recall, M cfg = L(E V c ) is the smf of con gurations of quality E c , and is the standard coordinate (cf. 14, 2.5]).
is in fact the universal family of quality E c : Given an arbitrary Z-family 0 of quality E c , it Ad (ii). We may suppose Z to be a superdomain Z L(E); pick one z 2 Z. Now we may choose some r 2 CS(E) such that the relevant Taylor expansions 0 z ; " z lie in the Banach space P(E; r; H 0;V k (I)).
After a spatial translation, we may assume x 0 = 0, so that the closure of J (p) is the closed ball s 0 B d . Also, we may assume s 0 > 0; otherwise, the following arguments have to be "mirrored".
Suppose there exists some t 1 Ad (ii). Obvious.
3.4. Analyticity with targets E and E c . Causality will provide the deux ex machina, which allows to conclude from Sobolev continuity to continuity in the quite di erent topologies of E and E c .
We begin with some technical preparations. We need the power series sol Cau Cau ] also for the case that Cau 2 E Cau;V has no longer compact support, so that the proofs of Thm. 2.6.1 and Prop. 2.5.3 break down.
We call a bosonic Cauchy datum Cau (4) The notion "completeness" has been chosen by analogy with the usual completeness of ows (i. e. local one-parameter groups of automorphisms) on manifolds. Indeed, any s.o.f.e. determines a time evolution ow on the smf M Cau , and it is complete i this ow is complete.
However, if making that rigorous, we have to circumvent the di culty that we are using a realanalytic calculus of superfunctions while our ow is only di erentiable in time direction. Therefore, (ii))(iii): For each (t; x) 2 R d+1 choose a bu er function g 2 D(R d ) which is equal to one in some neighbourhood of J (f(t; x)g), and let (t; x) := sol g Cau ](t; x) 2 V . It follows from Thm. 3.3.1 again that this does not depend on the choice of g; hence : R d+1 ! V is well-de ned. It also follows directly from the construction that 2 (E V ) 0 is the trajectory wanted. Proof. Let be a trajectory as in (i). We will prove inductively that (3.5.1) holds for for all k = 0; : : : ; k 0 , the start being given by (i). For the step, we mimick the proof of Lemma 2. (2) Note that M sol is still a linear smf which is, however, in a non-linear way embedded into M cfg . In the successor paper we will show that, once the action of the Lorentz group on V has been xed, the sub-smf M sol is invariant under the arising action of the Poincar e group on M cfg ; the other data , free , sol are not (they are only invariant under the Euclidian group of R d ). (it will be given in the next part of 15]), we cannot apply it to since the model space E c is far away from being Banach. Fortunately, a purely soft method well-known in category theory will turn out to be su cient to conclude that is even globally isomorphic.
(6) In qft slang, the homomorphism
is called restriction of classical observables onto the mass shell (the latter term comes from free eld theory). It follows from ass. (iii) and the proof given below that (3.6.4) is surjective. (7) Let us comment on the fact that completeness depends only on the underlying bosonic s.o.f.e.: Mathematically, this is an analogon of several theorems in supergeometry that di erential-geometric tasks, like trivializing a bre bundle, or presenting a closed form as di erential, are solvable i the underlying smooth tasks are solvable.
Physically, our interpretation is somewhat speculative: In the bosonic sector, the classical eld theory approximates the behaviour of coherent states, and completeness excludes that "too many" particles may eventually assemble at a space-time point, making the state non-normable. On the fermionic side, apart from the non-existence of genuine coherent states, it is the Pauli principle which automatically prevents such an assembly. (we recall that due to linearity, the insertion makes sense, as in Cor. 2.2.2). We show injectivity of (3.6.7): If = 0 then, taking Cauchy data at both sides, we get that free , ( 0 ) free have the same Cauchy data; hence free = ( 0 ) free , and the hypothesis now implies = 0 .
We show surjectivity of (3.6.7): Given 2 M Ec (Z), its preimage is given by free In this way, we get a bijection between Z-families 0 of solutions of quality E, and morphisms 0 : Z ! M sol C 1. Proof. The proof is quite analogous to that of Thm. 3.6.1; Lemma 3.4.4 provides the needed Taylor expansions, and Thm. 3.4.5 shows that they t together.
We eld components by a nite-dimensional Grassmann algebra n = C 1 ; : : : ; n ] (we recall that, in accordance with our hermitian framework, only complex Grassmann algebras should be used). Here we consider only smooth con gurations; thus, a n -valued con guration is a tuple = ( j ) with i 2 C 1 (R d+1 ; ( n ) 0;R ) for i = 1; : : : ; N 0 ; j 2 C 1 (R d+1 ; ( n ) 1;R ) for j = 1; : : : ; N 1 : Now, comparing with 14, 1.11] we see that encodes just a Z n -family over R of quality E where Z n is the 0jn-dimensional smf, so that O(Zn) = n . Also, is a solution family in our sense i the eld equations are satis ed in the plain sense. We now get an overview over all n -valued solutions:
Corollary 3.11.1. Suppose that the s.o.f.e. is causal and complete, and let be given n -valued Cauchy and one shows that this is an isomorphism; thus, we can identify both sides. Now, xing some k 0, and given an element f 2 O C 1 (R k ) (Z 1 ), we get a map f 0 : R k ! 1 ; x 7 ! x f (3.11.2) which has the property that for any bounded open U R k coincides with a C 1 map f 0 j U : U ! n for su ciently large n. In this way, we get an isomorphism O C 1 (R k ) (Z 1 ) = ? ! C 1 (R k ; 1 )
where we equip 1 with the locally convex inductive limit topology arising from (3.11.1).
Thus, a 1 -valued smooth con guration 2 (C 1 (R d+1 ; 1 ) V ) 0 encodes the same information as an smf morphism Z 1 ! M cfg , i. e. a Z 1 -valued point of M cfg ; analogously for the Cauchy data.
It follows that Cor. 3.11.1 holds also for n = 1. Remark . An element f 2 O E (Z 1 ) lies in O Ec (Z 1 ) i for each sequence i 1 < < i n of indices, the function (@ i 1 @ in f) 2 C 1 (R d+1 ) has its support in some V r . The function (3.11.2) itself needs not to have this support property.
3.12. Examples. Here we consider only two characteristic examples; a systematic exploration of a large class of classical eld theories will be given in the successor paper. 
